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Great events in history cause great changes in 
the course of humanity.

Different kinds of catalysts have shifted how human beings behave – some in ways seemingly 
small, and some seismic. 

There are world events: The Great Depression, The World Wars, The Cold War, The Moon Landing, 
and medical breakthroughs. 

There are those closer to home: Colonizations and Liberations, Martial Law, typhoons to remember 
by name, earthquakes to remember by year and location, and changes in government to remember 
by hashtags and effigies. 

The COVID-19 Pandemic is one such catalyst, not only because of the magnitude of its medical, 
geopolitical, psychological and financial impact, but also because of how it has caused, and is 
continuing to cause rapid changes in the adoption of digital technology.

In the desire to cope with social distancing, community quarantines, and closed shops, many 
Filipinos have sought the help of digital technologies. This has birthed new tribes – new 
audiences with changed mindsets and behaviors. This of course raises the question: are they 
merely flights of pandemic fancies, or permanent fixtures?
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We study them, yes, for the sake of its commercial value for all our clients and valued partners. Yet, 
we study this as well because as much as history causes changes in us, the reverse can also be 
true: Human beings can cause great change in history.

We used AdSpark Intelligence — Social Listening, 
Internet Consumption Data, Search Trends, online 
surveys of digital Filipinos, as well as in-depth 
interviews, to be able to paint the portraits of 
these emerging audiences:

Combo Shoppers:
Hybrid Retail and Shopping as a Team Sport

The growth of online
shopping can be 
attributed to holiday 
sales of 2019 and 2020.

For both e-commerce
platforms, the record 
numbers they set in
the holiday sales of 2019 
which took a FULL DAY, 
only took MINUTES to
surpass the 2020
holiday sales.

1. Combo Shoppers: 
Hybrid Retail, Team Shopping through 
Tributes 

2. Rookie Cooks and Sweet-preneurs: 
New entrants into the kitchen and into 
micro-business

3. Techie Seniors: 
Re-learning how to do things in this digital world 

4. Ultra Health Conscious: 
Maintaining fitness through Screens

5. Busy Homebodies: 
Renovators, Pambahay Chic, and Plantitos 
and Plantitas 

6. Digital Fundraisers: 
Fighting the good fight with new digital 
money options  

7. Forced LDR Couples: 
The Pandemic is such sweet sorrow for 
LockDown Relationships

2019 2020

80 MILLION
items sold in the 

FIRST 24 HOURS of 12.12

12 MILLION
items sold in the 

FIRST 24 MINUTES of 12.12

18% INCREASE
usage of Shopee Pay 

(e-wallet) throughout 2020

6.6 MILLION
items sold in the 

FIRST 24 HOURS of 12.12

2 MILLION
items sold in the 

FIRST 60 MINUTES of 11.11

250% INCREASE
daily sales in 2020,

amidst the pandemic
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This boom in online shopping may also be 
what led to GCash to remain the top finance 
app all throughout 2020.

According to Ma. Fe Olivia Mir, the Head of 
Growth for Globe Fintech Innovations, Inc., 
as of December 16th, GCash has close to 27M 
customers. The rate of registration is now 3.5 
times more than pre-ECQ, and they now have 
a monthly average user growth ten times 
more than that of 2017.

Most Filipinos developed a preference for staying at home instead of going out.
With a consumer confidence at an all-time low of -54.5 according to the BSP, Filipinos plan to avoid 

going out in public and would rather stay at home.

PH going cashless (Manila Bulletin, July 2020)

GCash reigns as the Top Finance app in PH - App Annie Data
(Manila Bulletin, October 2020)

32 1

And there is definitely room to grow, as the projections for Filipinos going cashless continue to 
remain positive, as many still would like to continue this safe and convenient way to shop.

Online Shopping Terms have also become everyday expressions and seemingly well-woven 
into everyday routines. It’s not just efficient, but now a way to de-stress.
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Yet, it seems that shoppers are not going 
to say goodbye permanently to the 
brick-and-mortar setups, as physical retail still 
has its benefits. This gives more importance 
than ever now to paying attention to both the 
digital and the physical stores. 

In fact, while most Filipinos are either unable 
to go out to malls to shop or are fearful of 
contracting COVID, according to Kantar, ABC1 
Filipinos have exceeded both frequency and 
spend per trip vs the same period last year.

For a handful of Filipinos, there’s still a different feeling from shopping in physical malls. While 
online shopping is significantly more prevalent due to the pandemic, there are still those who 
insist on visiting malls to shop.

Consumption of Shopping/Grocery Content

In terms of online content consumption, both online and physical shopping are being consumed.

“Lazada” and “Shopee” are on the uptrend alongside other content trends about online shopping which remains 
relevant as the pandemic continues. For groceries, consumers purchase items like “vegetable” and “ingredient” both 
physically in supermarkets and stores (e.g. “Puregold”) and digitally via online grocery delivery.
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For the hybrid shopper, shopping online won’t completely replace retail, rather it can complement it 
and bring out a fuller experience.

“Even though online shopping existed before, I’ve heard of so many horror stories that I 
didn’t want to try. (But now,) Honestly, there’s a different feeling you get refreshing your 

Shoppee/Lazada app to see the progress of the things you buy. The feeling you get 
when there’s a package is different from retail therapy in stores. It’s not better or worse, 

it’s really just different. Personally, I still prefer going to the physical store, feeling it, 
inspecting it then buying it and being excited to play with it on your way

home but for sure I made a 180 on my feelings for online shopping.”

Angelo Reyes, 23, 
            High-end Retail Sales Associate

The Tributes

The earlier and stricter community quarantine 
restrictions also birthed a new sub-audience: 
the “Tributes.” Taking their name from “The 
Hunger Games”, they became their 
household’s representative in the groceries 
or even the furniture stores. Armed with their 
phones, they could quickly search for the right 
item to buy. With their parents readily on 
messaging apps, they shopped, turning retail 
into a team sport.

For someone like Luis, it was a combination of 
the online and brick-and-mortar worlds every 
time he shopped for his household during the 
pandemic. 

“I also have a bunch of cheat sheets on my 
phone like how to pick which piece of meat, 
hacks when getting fruits and stuff. I also 
found a lot of “life hacks” or “myth busting” 
videos on TikTok. For example, re-weighing 
pre-weighed fruits or vegetables sometimes 
yields a lower price because as time goes by 
the moisture leaves the fruit so it’s lighter in 
weight.”

The cover of the FB group: Quarantine Tribute Tips, 
which aimed to help fellow Tributes.
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It seems to be a team task. The younger generation discovers the world of how to buy certain 
things, while the older generation learns to depend on them. 

The Rise of Rookie Cooks and Sweet-Preneurs:
New Entrants into the Kitchen and into Micro-business

With the restrictions from the community quarantines, FIlipinos seem to have taken it upon 
themselves to cook more at home. There are a lot of hypotheses on these aside from the 
hobbyists who are (re)discovering their talents. Is it fueled by the closing of several establishments? 
Is this because those in charge of cooking at home now need to prepare more meals so they are 
looking for ideas? Or are these entrepreneurs who are now looking for a new source of livelihood? 

In any case, the search for recipes to cook at home were much more in 2020 vs 2019.

Filipinos would go on social media to share tips and stories on their latest cooking adventure.

“With so many restrictions and senior citizens cannot enter the stores, we started address-
ing now the young. Most likely these parents who could not go out would have tell their 

young kids to visit Wilcon and buy these stuff”

Rosemarie Bosch-Ong
SEVP-COO Wilcon Depot, Inc.
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In fact, some Filipinos are sharing their spiced up ayuda on social media.

Cooking at home became a new activity to bond and spend time with family. 

“One positive from cooking more often at home is that cooking has become a family affair. 
My kids tell me what they want to eat next time, and sometimes they even help me cook 

and we can cook as a family. I also really enjoy experimenting sometimes and I hope I 
can still cook with my kids even after the pandemic.”

Gloria (Name changed at her request)
 45, Mother of 3

Filipinos love sharing their sweet creations on social media.

Some used it as a hobby, or even as a distraction. For others, it grew into a more serious endeavor.

How did you feel about baking?

“At first, it was a fun hobby. I had a lot more free time and 
so I spent a lot of my time watching YouTube and TikTok 
tutorials on cooking… After a while, it really gained some 
traction and I started devoting my whole day to just 
baking and fulfilling orders.”

Andrea (Name changed at her request)
24, HR Associate
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Search Trends also show us just how many have taken their sweet creations to the next level:

Related searches for “bakery” in 2020 show huge interest in starting 
their own bakery compared to 2019. 

There is an influx of posts on social media selling baked goods and
desserts online and within neighborhoods.

The pandemic has given a rise to the Filipino entrepreneur who primarily sells online.

According to DTI, the number of  registered 
online businesses ballooned from just 1,753 in 
March to over 75,000 in September.

2020 2019
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Due to the restrictions from health protocols, Viber Communities have also been a popular way for 
Filipinos to purchase food to avoid crowded areas. Among the more popular Viber Communities are 
groups for small & local bake shops who have a new platform to sell their product in.

Techie Seniors:
Re-learning How to Do Things in this Digital World

The Community Quarantines, especially their earlier and stricter iterations were heaviest on some 
segments. In an effort to protect them since getting COVID could kill them, the senior citizens bore 
a lot of restrictions. Search Trends tell us that people were probably looking for the latest rules 
regarding them and how to protect this vulnerable segment of society. 

Many of the seniors were gainfully employed, or still had their routines which took them to 
different places and allowed them to meet up with family and friends. However, that all had to 
change abruptly.

To continue with their work, and to continue managing their households, they had to adapt quickly 
to the digital landscape. Some had the help of their children. But mostly, they had to go through 
what may have been a frustrating learning curve, but there were successes.
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Meanwhile, GCash saw that while the more 
digital and data savvy younger generations 
are the majority of users, there was a spike in 
registration of users from all demographics, 
says Fe Olivia Mir of Globe Fintech 
Innovations, Inc. 

Also, in terms of usage at home, especially 
due to ECQ restrictions on seniors and with 
the whole family together, GCash could most 
likely have been a way to facilitate 
transactions as a team. One member of the 
younger generation could be the “designated 
GCash User” who facilitates paying of bills 
and online shopping, or sending money to do 
groceries for his/her parents or grandparents.

For some, like Hector, a son like Migs who can take time to teach them can be a big boost not 
just in learning the tech, but in gaining confidence in using them as well.

“Before when I was younger, I considered 
myself techy, back when powerpoints were 
the “most advanced” tech. Eventually after 
I retired, I didn’t need to deal with tech too 
much so the extent was just watching 
movies on my iPad or reading news.” 

Hector (Name changed at his request) 
68

Before the pandemic:
“My dad for his age can be considered a little 
techie but not too much. He knows how to 
use things like a laptop or a tablet, but he’s 
still very skeptical of online services. If the 
option is available, he will always choose to 
go in person. Even if it’s through the phone, 
he really insists on talking to someone as 
opposed to a screen.”

Migs Garcia
28 (Son of Hector)

“I had to learn a lot because I was not al-
lowed to exit the house for a while since I’m 
a senior. For example, I needed to learn how 
to pay all my bills online and I needed to start 
doing BPI online and GCash kasi that’s the 
only way people started accepting payment.” 

Hector (Name changed at his request) 
68

During the Pandemic:
“Amusing talaga. A lot of the things he did 
not want to bother learning before, he’s an 
expert in now. At first he was asking a lot of 
questions and trying to understand pero 
eventually, he was the one giving instructions 
to the other seniors in our Viber family chat.”

Migs Garcia
28 (Son of Hector)
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Home Improvement and DIY Landscape

”Very useful siya because of the lockdown. 
I’m not sure if I will keep using these online 
services pero for now, it’s the best I can do. 
Walang choice eh. Although it definitely 
helped me do things that I cannot do in 
person.”

Hector (Name changed at his request) 
68

More on Embracing Digital:
“It’s good to see him adapting na kasi I don’t 
feel comfortable with him going alone or 
driving by himself even without the 
pandemic. Staying at home will always be the 
best option especially for his age, the 
pandemic has been a wake up call for him, 
and has proven he can still function without 
going out.”

Migs Garcia
28 (Son of Hector)

Homebodies:
Plantitos and Plantitas, Pambahay, and Chic Renovators

As movement became more restricted, and as people feared going out, everything began to 
happen indoors: work, school, and even shopping. Thus, the demands to make the house as safe 
as a castle, as efficient as an office, and as comfortable as a resort all came to the fore. Rosemarie 
Bosch-Ong, SEVP-COO of Wilcon Depot, shared more in AdSpark’s Spark Series Webinar:

“Initially we thought it was pent up demand, but it continued. People shifted their priorities, they 
shifted to creating a lifestyle in their home, they realized their home can be a haven for everything. 

… Everything is centered in the home, it became your workplace, it became your study area for 
students doing online and distance learning.”

Home improvement in many forms keeps consumers preoccupied indoors.

Consumers looking for ways to fill their time have turned to DIY home improvement activities. 
Trends with high engagement are those related to redesigning or remodeling the home 
(“rustic”, “accent wall”) as well as those related to purchasing and installing new fixtures
and equipment (“light fixture”, “pedestal sink”). 
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“Home internet connection, we have seen that is important across all eco-segments. … [Internet] is 
seen as a lifestyle enabler, where they do everything at home. For example, entertainment  from 

watching movies outside its done at home. … For the youth we see a high usage in gaming to pass 
by the time also for learning may it be online schooling of the kids as well as DIY learning in.”

Since Filipinos are told to stay at home, polishing the house would benefit the people living in them, 
even long after the pandemic.

Search Trends also show people 
are looking for furniture in 2020, 
a lot more than they were looking 
in 2019. 

Since the office and school were 
now going into the home, 
the search for “ergonomic”, 
presumably in reference to chairs, 
and other work peripherals also 
ballooned. 

Buying furniture, an investment for one’s home and happiness.

“Since I need to stay at home, I figured now is the perfect time to buy some furniture. I also 
like taking photos and I wanted my room to look good. It was also at some point very 
entertaining for me, to look at my room and figure out what piece of furniture should 

I buy next. … I view my furniture and home improvement as an investment.”

Freah Centeno
23, Sales Associate
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The pandemic has given birth to a new 
fashion trend, Pambahay Chic.

According to Lazada’s 11.11 sales report, 
2 million beauty items and 337, 000 pajama 
sets were sold during the annual 11.11 sale.

While Filipinos were required to stay at home longer and longer, the Filipinos on social media got 
more comfortable wearing their pambahay.

Amidst the restrictions keeping Filipinos at home, online conversations about makeup slightly 
declined but was still talked about.

Since video conferencing services, such as Zoom and Google Meet, became the way by which the 
world could see how we glammed up, a lot of tips surfaced on how one could show off through this. 
All because now, being at home doesn’t mean you can’t look or feel good about what you’re 
wearing or how you look.
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Consumption of Plant-related Content

“But now, since I don’t go out that often and I still like looking good, I figured I might as well 
buy nice looking and comfortable pambahay clothes. … All my social interactions are 
online, either for work or for leisure. So I really want to look nice and wear my make up 

whenever I can, which is more often than not online.”

Juri Villalba 
30, Analyst

Plantitos and Plantitas

Plants have been a fixture of homes, 
and there have been people taking 
care of plants. Forcing people indoors 
has  made them not only use plants to 
beautify the home, but also pick up a 
hobby that is useful and life-giving. 

The online chatter shows the excited 
beginners, the frustrated black thumbs, 
the suddenly overgrowers and the 
gleeful online sellers.

Houseplants are all the rage among consumers both online and offline.

With the ongoing pandemic keeping most people at home, recent consumption for the seed interest “plant” continues 
to mainly be about houseplants -- the types of plants best suited to indoor or outdoor care, ways to care for different 
plants, and moving them around through pots or baskets.
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From big ferns to small pots, the plantita/plantito wave has struck some Filipinos
during the period of the pandemic.

“Plants became my way of taking a break from work, minsan after a meeting or finishing 
a file, instead of scrolling on my phone I walk to my mini garden and check my plants out or 

water them. Honestly, it’s nice to see it grow day by day and thought I was skeptical before 
about the mental stress effects, I’ve become a believer.”

Paolo Salva 
25, Law Student

All these: Home improvement, renovations, & plants are all linked to improving mental health, too.

A new, greener, and healthier hobby.
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The Ultra Health Conscious:
Maintaining Fitness through Screens

COVID-19 chiefly being a health concern, and being a new disease that brought with it a lot of 
ominous news and little information, people scrambled to take care of their bodies as best as they 
can. One of the things they looked for was how to purify the air they breathed.

The constant search for sports equipment has been present since the start of the lockdown, and 
recently spiked because Filipino internet-users are finding equipment for their home.

There is an investment in both equipment and fitness, and while some see it as part of an existing 
regimen, it is also a way to stay healthy given the pandemic.
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Celebrities and gyms kept people striving for their fitspirations.

The positive mentions of workout classes peaked around the start of the quarantine lockdown.

From IG Live sessions to Zoom calls, some Filipinos continue to strive on their fitness journey.
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Digital allowed staying healthy and sticking to a fitness goal still attainable.

We talked to Gabe, who had a pre-pandemic regimen, and had to shift given the restrictions.

The Nike App helped her immensely. 

“Before the lockdown, kasi college was 
really busy, I would try to go at least 1-2 
times a week. There was a point na if I 
couldn’t exercise at least once a week, 
I’d feel really bad about it, that’s why I try 
to do it once or twice a week.”

“Now, It’s a lot more frequent na. So at the 
start of quarantine, I followed the Nike app 
religiously, I think it was 4-5 times a week 
kasi nga that’s what it said on the workout 
plan. After I finished two or three of those, 
I did siguro mga 3 times a week na, and 
until now it’s still sort of like that.”

“It plays like a really big role. I feel like every workout I’ve done has a digital component to 
it. The app, being on call with a friend... even if it wasn’t the Nike app, even if it was just 

looking for workouts online or talking to people online who knew what I could be doing.”

Gabe
21, Business Analyst

Digital Fundraiser:
Fighting the Good Fight with New Digital Money Options

As one catastrophe after the other piled up in 2020, there were 
those who took it upon themselves to act. While the traditional 
channels such as fun runs, bake sales and even relief goods 
packing would be a challenge to mount given pandemic 
restrictions, digital offered a way to be able to create real help. 
The search trends for donations was a promising sight.
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Now, almost anyone can take it upon themselves not just to help, but to call for aid for those who 
lost everything due to the devastation left by the recent typhoons.

Case in point, Patricia, 21, a radio DJ, took it upon herself to help, and digital quickly became a 
weapon to begin a movement.

Pre-pandemic, she was already quite involved in similar efforts:  

“I was helping pack goods and spreading the word across. I’m friends with the actual organizers 
who went to the area who were gonna give the goods, who coordinated with the different 

municipalities, people, and barangays who were affected. I found it very fulfilling on my part 
because even though I did not see them upfront, I know that the goods that we repacked and 

donated would go to them first hand.”

High web engagement seen for aid groups responding to the recent typhoons.

Donation drives have been relevant all year due to COVID-19’s continued hold on our daily lives. Groups still call for 
donations in cash or in kind (e.g. “plasma”) as a response to the pandemic. Also trending upwards in recent months 
were donation drives held by aid groups such as the Red Cross or the Kaya Natin Foundation to assist those who were 
recently affected by Typhoons Rolly and Ulysses.

Consumption of Donation-related Content
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During the Pandemic, she used her show, among other digital tools to help those in need:  

“The concept was dares for donations, I did certain dares that people sent in so that entertaining 
din yung mangyayaring FB live. The FB live happened for an hour on my birthday, while that 

happening, I was encouraging people to donate to Zero Hunger PH and The Youth Initiative. I also 
created different publicity materials on hand para in my end, I’m helping spread the advocacy 

and information they have to my audience naman.”

Less barriers brought about by digital meant more encouragement, involvement, and donations.

“Digital made it less intimidating to participate in fundraisers because... parang pre-pandemic, 
fundraisers are usually... yung push is more in-kind or donate used items or food. With that, parang 
ang daming details, you have to get the address, you have to get the point person, pero with the 

digital coming in and playing a huge part in the pandemic, it made it less intimidating for me to 
help and to be more encouraged to donate because it’s just done in a simple way.”

Patricia
21, Events/Radio Host

“Pay Bills” also became a widely-used feature for everyone who wanted to donate, since within it, 
one could easily donate to UlyssesPHAid and Cagayan. Powered by a strong sense of service 
and fueled by the ease of digital, users were able to collectively donate close to 21M pesos to 
organizations helping those in need. 

Fe says that GCash is inspired by the question, “How can we make it easier for these people who 
want to do good?”

GCash was definitely used as a weapon for good. 
Cases in point were when Ulysses ravaged the country 
and the Cagayan dam catastrophe hit.

In the wake of Ulysses, the team at GCash saw that a lot of 
people were buying load for one another. The “Buy Load” 
feature on GCash was perfectly poised to help out since 
it was network-agnostic. “That’s why we gave a rebate for 
Ulysses. If you were buying load for someone, for the good 
that you do, let us give back to you”, says Fe Olivia Mir, 
Head of Growth for Globe Fintech Innovations, Inc. 
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Couples in Forced LDR: LockDown Relationships:
The Pandemic is Such Sweet Sorrow

Right after Cupid in February, COVID came in March,and lovers faced the Forced-LDR tragedy: 
“LockDown Relationships.” 

On Social Media, mentions of the word “jowa”, the (very)
informal term for one’s significant other, spiked considerably
during the start of the community quarantineswhich then
gradually lessened. The sentiments of these posts also
gradually became more positive. This might be because the
initial concern was the restrictions’ effects on their lovelife
(or lack of it), and now how they and their significant other
can meet, or they’ve found ways to date.

Online dating sites and various gift ideas are on consumers’ minds this season.

Consumers interested in relationships show high interest in dating websites and services.
They are also on the lookout for gift ideas for their loved ones especially with the upcoming holiday season.

Consumption of Online Dating and Gifts Content
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So how did couples keep the supposed spark going? One had to be very creative with dates. 
This is where digital played the role of a wingman.

Social Media sentiment seemed to be very negative at first, probably because one had to think 
about how to date, or how ECQ destroyed dating. However, it finally seemed to go positive, 
possibly because couples figured out how to work on their dating.

“Around college whenever I go to school…, 
we would hang out, go outside and have 
dates. Usually we’d see each other during the 
weekdays, almost every day naman. … When 
I finished college or the times when I don’t 
have anything, it’s a bit more rare for us to 
meet compared to almost everyday during in 
college. We’d still make it a point to have a 
date every two weeks.”

George
25, Flight School Student

George and Gwendoline recalls the pre-pandemic era of their relationship:

“Before the pandemic... my boyfriend and I are 
big on love languages. Before the pandemic... 
we’re independent kasi. I have a tendency to 
work, study, prefer to be isolated, and then 
he is more outgoing than me, so we kinda 
respect the boundaries of personalities, pero 
we make time for it. We make quality time, 
ganon.”

Gwendoline
23, Law School Student

Because of the movement restrictions brought by the pandemic, there is a strong
desire to see their significant others during this lockdown period.
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“I guess it became more online talaga, 
especially since we have to be safe since... 
let’s just say na medyo high risk yung job 
nung parents of my partner. We’d constantly 
every day, talk online, video call frequently rin. 
But yun nga, physical meetings would be 
super rare... But we make it a point parin to 
interact and siguro... enable the relationship 
through online if that makes sense.”

George
25, Flight School Student

Digital helped their relationship survive.

“To make up for it, we don’t see each other 
in person, and even in chat we can’t be syn-
chronous all the time kasi I’m studying and I 
get distracted. He does little vlogs and voice 
recordings, he just updates about his day. 
Yung mga updates na he’s cooking, ganon, 
tapos he’ll just send it to me, I’ll watch it at 
3am.”

Gwendoline
23, Law School Student

“I feel like... man, if the internet wasn’t a 
thing, it would be really hard. Although kaya 
naman with texts and calls, it would be 
extremely hard and inconvenient to not be 
able to talk with your partner if it wasn’t 
online, parang ganon. It would be also hard to 
spend time doing something else without the 
new things we could do in the internet, like 
watching together or playing together.”

George
25, Flight School Student

It might have helped them keep on doing things together, but it doesn’t mean 
that it was without challenges.

“It’s easy for him to pickup if I’m upset, I can’t 
hide the scowl. Pag online, he can’t... he 
couldn’t gauge if I’m mad, but parang, mas 
conscious siya of the things he says and how 
it could make me feel. There’s no face-to-face 
cues to get a hint from.”

Gwendoline
23, Law School Student

And what about those still looking for a relationship?

Yes, digital also helped them - especially as physical 
dates have become next to impossible in a time of 
restrictions. The number of users of dating apps all 
over the world grew. In the Philippines alone, this was
a more than 50% increase versus previous year, 
according to POKKT.

18M 13M
Users in 2019

Users as of
December 2020
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SUMMARY

While the list of these new audiences is, by no means meant to be exhaustive, they do show how 
the pandemic and the rapid need to digitally accelerate has changed different segments of society. 

As the pandemic and its effects continue to play out, it will be interesting to see how many more 
audiences come up, how these current audiences listed here will evolve and continue to be 
studied, targeted for marketing, and what other segments can make a difference.

1. Combo Shoppers: 
Hybrid Retail, Team Shopping through 
Tributes 

2. Rookie Cooks and Sweet-preneurs: 
New entrants into the kitchen and into 
micro-business

3. Techie Seniors: 
Re-learning how to do things in this digital world 

4. Ultra Health Conscious: 
Maintaining fitness through Screens

5. Busy Homebodies: 
Renovators, Pambahay Chic, and Plantitos 
and Plantitas 

6. Digital Fundraisers: 
Fighting the good fight with new digital 
money options  

7. Forced LDR Couples: 
The Pandemic is such sweet sorrow for 
LockDown Relationships
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